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Abstract Dialectical Frameworks [1] (ADF) are a generalisation of Dung’s Argumentation frameworks [2]. Multiple approaches for reasoning under various semantics
have been proposed over the last decade [3,4,5,6]. We present “Abstract Dialectical
Frameworks solved by Binary Decision Diagrams, developed in Dresden” (ADF - BDD)2 ,
a novel approach that relies on the translation of the acceptance conditions of a given
ADF into reduced ordered binary decision diagrams (roBDD) [7]. Our system is based
on the consideration that many otherwise hard to decide problems in ADF semantics
(e. g., answering SAT-questions) can be solved in polynomial time on roBDDs (see [8]
for an in-depth analysis). Our novel approach differs to the currently used systems, like
the SAT-based approach K ++ ADF [5] or the wide spectrum of answer set programming
(ASP) focused approaches like the D IAMOND family (e. g., D IAMOND [3] or GO D IA MOND [4]) and YADF [6]. ADF - BDD is written in RUST [9] to provide good performance
while enforcing a high amount of memory- and type-safety. In addition the rust-compiler
produces highly optimised machine code, while keeping the whole tech stack simple.
ADF - BDD accepts the established input format, introduced first in [10]. There statements are unary predicates s, defining the labels and the acceptance conditions are binary predicates ac, relating the label to a formula. It allows to enumerate the grounded
and complete interpretations, and stable models of the given input instance. The set of
statements is the shared signature of all acceptance conditions, hence our implementation
uses a single structure to store the nodes of all the roBDDs, which represent each acceptance condition. This allows for efficient caching of nodes and to eliminate duplicate
node candidates. Another side-effect is that shared sub-BDDs are computed only once.
ADF - BDD provides the explained implementation of roBDDs as the representation of the
acceptance conditions. As the instantiation of roBDDs is a computational hard task, it is
possible to utilise another state-of-the art competitive library called Biodivine/LibBDD3 .
It is part of the Biodivine software in the A EON project [11]. While LibBDD is faster in
1 This work is partly supported by the BMBF, Grant 01IS20056 NAVAS, by the Center for Scalable Data
Analytics and Artificial Intelligence (ScaDS.AI), and by the DFG through the Collaborative Research Center,
Grant TRR 248 project ID 389792660.
2 https://github.com/ellmau/adf-obdd, version 0.2.4, https://crates.io/crates/adf_bdd
3 https://crates.io/crates/biodivine-lib-bdd
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the instantiation, it is unfortunately not providing all the used features for the efficient
application and backtracking of operations on roBDDs of ADF - BDDs implementation.
The user can either use one of the two libraries to handle the representation of roBDDs
or a hybrid approach, combining the fast instantiation and the efficient operations.
The grounded interpretation is computed via a deterministic approach computing the
least fixed point of the approximate operator for ADFs. For the complete interpretations
we have chosen to implement a naive approach which lazily checks all possible three valued interpretations. The stable model computation supports this naive approach of lazily
checking all possible two-valued interpretations. Furthermore a simple heuristics-based
approach is implemented. It allows to incorporate various easily accessible information
about the acceptance condition, provided by the roBDD representation. The heuristics
then approximate which of the two truth values one statement can have is less costly and
computes its influence to the other statements. For the other value we use a no-good like
list of value assertions, to steer the further enumeration of possible two valued models.
The performance of our tool4 is positioned in between the fastest SAT-based approach and the ASP based approaches. This is achieved although the complete semantics are computed in a naive manner. The use of the heuristics based approach for stable
models runs faster and more reliable than the naive implementation. This shows that the
representation with roBDDs is a promising approach. Future optimisation, more sophisticated learning algorithms, and better heuristics will reduce the gap to K ++ ADF further.
We present a library (“adf bdd”) for an easy use of the functionality in other
software-products and provide an executable (“adf-bdd”) to use the library as a straightforward and simple to use solver.
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